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Abstract.  

In the context of the Deutsches Textarchiv (DTA), funded as a long-term project by the 
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG), some 1,600 volumes of historical print-based publi-
cations, originally published between the early 17th and the early 20th century have been digi-
tized and transcribed from 2007 to 2015 [01]. Due to the project's primary focus on the history 
of the German language, the full-text transcriptions document the original printed works, of 
which the earliest edition accessible was digitized. The transcriptions were acquired for the most 
part using the highly accurate double-keying method, guaranteeing an exceptionally high quality 
of the transcripts and the structuring information [03]. As substantial additions to this 'core cor-
pus', highly accurate transcriptions of historical documents have been integrated into the DTA 
as sub-corpora to enhance the text basis [06]. These additions include another 1,000 documents 
from edition projects, researchers and libraries. At present (July 2015), the DTA 'core corpus' 
and its extensional corpora contain fictional and nonfictional first-edition prints (and a currently 
growing number of manuscripts), a total of more than 620,000 pages with more than 1 billion 
characters and roughly 150 million tokens.1 The full text- and meta-data is available for free 
download under a Creative Commons-license via an API and/or an OAI-PMH interface.2 The 
DTA serves as a basis for a large reference corpus for the New High German language, and is a 
valuable resource for linguistic and lexicographic studies, in contexts of literary analysis and re-
search in the historic disciplines. 

The DTA corpus texts are published via the Internet as digital facsimiles and as XML-annotated 
transcriptions together with comprehensive bibliographic meta-data. The annotation consistently 
follows the well-documented DTA Base Format (DTABf) [02], a fully interoperable subset of 
the Text Encoding Initiative's (TEI) P5 Guidelines3 developed for the representation of (histori-
cal) written corpora. All corpus texts are also accessible via the web-based platform for colla-
borative quality assurance, DTAQ. Within DTAQ, the texts can be commented on, meta data 

                                                           
1  Further resources are the complete issues of the Polytechnisches Journal (1820–1931; 370 volumes) and Die Grenzbo-

ten (1841–1922; 180 volumes). For further information on these important historical journals cf. the project's original 
web sites at Berlin's Humboldt University for the Polytechnisches Journal, http://dingler.culture.hu-berlin.de/, resp. the 
State and University Library (SuUB) Bremen for Die Grenzboten, http://brema.suub.uni-bremen.de/grenzboten. [Note: 
All URLs cited in this paper have been retrieved 2015-07-16.] 

2 Cf. www.deutschestextarchiv.de/download. 
3 Cf. http://www.tei-c.org/Guidelines/P5/. 
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can be checked, and any errors or inconsistencies can be reported as 'tickets'. As of July 2015, 
DTAQ has more than 800 registered users from ca. 130 different institutions in Germany and 
abroad contributing to the quality assurance process in a collaborative manner. Given the re-
quired permission, users can even edit the text and the XML annotation base, e.g. to correct 
misspellings, printing errors, or improve the annotation online with the implemented web-based 
editors. (cf. www.deutschestextarchiv.de/dtaq/about). 

A further use case for collaborative annotations in DTAQ, which should be of interest for the 
DCH2015 community, is the possibility to enhance the referencing of proper names with stable 
URLs to authority records. For example, all persons mentioned in a text can be identified by us-
ing the TEI-element <persName> , and these entries can be linked to an appropriate database 
of information, e.g. the Gemeinsame Normdatei (GND)4, by adding a @ref  attribute with a 
unique ID or PURL as an identifier. As of July 2015, a total of 53,622 <persName>  tags have 
been assigned to occurences of person's names in selected texts in the DTA corpora, about one 
third of these have been referenced with an authority date. For example, in J. V. Carus' "Ge-
schichte der Zoologie bis auf Johannes Müller und Charles Darwin" from 18725, more than 
5,000 persons have been identified and referenced with GND authority data represented in the 
XML base like this: 

<p>[…] Während die Rei ſen <persName  ref ="http://d-
nb.info/gnd/118707094" >Friedrich Hornemann </persName> 's […] 
und <persName  ref ="http://d-nb.info/gnd/118591746" >Mungo <hi  
rendition ="#g" >Park </hi></persName> 's […] kaum irgendwelche 
zoologi ſche Ausbeute ergaben, brachte am frühe ſten <persName  
ref ="http://d-nb.info/gnd/100648282" >James Kingston Tu-
ckey </persName>  von ſeiner 1816 unternommenen Congofahrt 
fauni ſti ſches Material nach Europa. Eben ſo war die Rei ſe von 
<persName  ref ="http://d-nb.info/gnd/119426943" >Hugh Clapper-
ton </persName> ,  <persName  ref ="http://d-
nb.info/gnd/117632368" >Dixon Derham </persName>  und <persName  
ref ="http://d-nb.info/gnd/1032293004" >Walter Oud-
ley </persName>  im we ſtlichen Centralafrika  (1822-1825) nicht 
ohne zoologi ſche Re ſultate. […] </p> 6 

In the HTML representation, the tokens tagged with <persName>  are highlighted and a link 
takes the reader directly to the respective authority information: 

 

                                                           
4 Cf. http://www.dnb.de/gnd. 
5 Carus, Julius Victor: Geschichte der Zoologie bis auf Johannes Müller und Charles Darwin. München, 1872. In: 

Deutsches Textarchiv, http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/carus_zoologie_1872. 
6 Ibid., p. 661, http://www.deutschestextarchiv.de/carus_zoologie_1872/672. For the purpose of this paper, the XML 

representation has been simplified by removing elements representing highlighting (<hi>) and line breaks (<lb/>). 
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It is obvious how this kind of information being annotated in the source can be used for cross-
referencing to other digital resources, e.g. biographical databases or other virtual collections. 
The same is true for geographical names in the historical text corpus, of which 26,732 have been 
tagged with a <placeName>  element (cf. Fig. 1), but many of these would still have to be re-
ferenced to be of even greater value for working with the corpus texts. Once the geographical 
names are being annotated in the standardized way the TEI suggests, and the XML base is 
enriched with references to authority records like the Getty Thesaurus of Geographical Names 
(TGN)7 or GeoNames8, these geographical names can be linked to databases or thesauri for (his-
torical) places or to digitized (historical) maps. 

The DTA supports the process of identifying proper names in the corpus basis with its expertise 
in computational linguistics [05], e.g. by automatically 'pre-tagging' proper names with Named 
Entity Recognition (NER) tools [04] (cf. Fig. 2). The quality control and indexing of these enti-
ties can comfortably be done online and collaboratively in DTAQ (Fig. 3). Given that the DTA's 
primary task is on text digitization and structural annotation of the corpus data, 'deeper' indexing 
like the process described here for persons and places, can only be carried out with the help of 
external scholars or public users of the texts, i.e. in cooperation projects or as a crowd- resp. 
peer-sourcing initiative. In our talk at the DCH 2015 we want to show the outlined workflow in 
more detail and elaborate on the benefits this brings for the wider community, and on the chal-
lenges we are facing especially when working on a large, heterogeneous historical text corpus. 
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7 http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/tgn/. 
8 http://www.geonames.org/. 
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Fig. 1: List of geographical names annotated as <placeName>  within the DTA corpora (randomly sorted extraction). 
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Fig. 2: Automated Named Entity Recognition (NER) in the DTAQ platform, supporting manual efforts to identify proper names (persons, places). 
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Fig. 3: Exemplary workflow for annotation and indexing of named entities. 


